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Abstract9

Computing the smallest number q such that the vertices of a given graph can be properly q-10

colored, known as the chromatic number, is one of the oldest and most fundamental problems11

in combinatorial optimization. The q-Coloring problem has been studied intensively using the12

framework of parameterized algorithmics, resulting in a very good understanding of the best-13

possible algorithms for several parameterizations based on the structure of the graph. For exam-14

ple, algorithms are known to solve the problem on graphs of treewidth tw in time O∗(qtw), while15

a running time of O∗((q− ε)tw) is impossible assuming the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis16

(SETH). While there is an abundance of work for parameterizations based on decompositions of17

the graph by vertex separators, almost nothing is known about parameterizations based on edge18

separators. We fill this gap by studying q-Coloring parameterized by cutwidth, and parame-19

terized by pathwidth in bounded-degree graphs. Our research uncovers interesting new ways to20

exploit small edge separators.21

We present two algorithms for q-Coloring parameterized by cutwidth ctw: a deterministic22

one that runs in time O∗(2ω·ctw), where ω is the square matrix multiplication exponent, and23

a randomized one with runtime O∗(2ctw). In sharp contrast to earlier work, the running time24

is independent of q. The dependence on cutwidth is optimal: we prove that even 3-Coloring25

cannot be solved in O∗((2 − ε)ctw) time assuming SETH. Our algorithms rely on a new rank26

bound for a matrix that describes compatible colorings. Combined with a simple communication27

protocol for evaluating a product of two polynomials, this also yields an O∗((bd/2c+ 1)pw) time28

randomized algorithm for q-Coloring on graphs of pathwidth pw and maximum degree d. Such29

a runtime was first obtained by Björklund, but only for graphs with few proper colorings. We30

also prove that this result is optimal in the sense that no O∗((bd/2c+ 1− ε)pw)-time algorithm31

exists assuming SETH.32
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1 Introduction38

Graph coloring is one of the most fundamental combinatorial problems, studied already in39

the 1850s. Countless papers (cf. [40]) and several monographs [29, 30, 34] have been devoted40

to its combinatorial and algorithmic investigation. Since the graph coloring problem is NP-41

complete even in restricted settings such as planar graphs [22], considerable effort has been42

invested in finding polynomial-time approximation algorithms and exact algorithms that43

beat brute-force search [5, 6].44

A systematic study of which characteristics of inputs govern the complexity of the45

graph coloring problem has been undertaken using the framework of parameterized algo-46

rithmics. The aim in this framework is to obtain algorithms whose running time is of the47

form f(k) · nO(1), where k is a parameter that measures the complexity of the instance and48

is independent of the number of vertices n in the input graph. Over the past decade, nu-49

merous parameters have been employed that quantify the structure of the underlying graph.50

In several settings, algorithms have been obtained that are optimal under the Strong Ex-51

ponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) [25, 26]. For example, it has long been known (cf. [10,52

Theorem 7.9],[42]) that testing q-colorability on a graph that is provided together with a53

tree decomposition of width k can be done in time O(qk · kO(1) ·n). Lokshtanov, Marx, and54

Saurabh [36] proved a matching lower bound: an algorithm running in time (q − ε)k · nO(1)
55

for any ε > 0 and integer q ≥ 3 would contradict SETH. Results are also known for graph56

coloring parameterized by the vertex cover number [27], pathwidth and the feedback vertex57

number [36], cliquewidth [18, 24, 32], twin-cover [21], modular-width [20], and split-matching58

width [41]. (See [17, Fig. 1] for relations between these parameters.)59

A survey of these algorithmic results for graph coloring results in the following picture60

of the complexity landscape: For graph parameters that are defined in terms of the width61

of decompositions by vertex separators (pathwidth, treewidth, vertex cover number, etc.),62

one can typically obtain a running time3 of O∗(qk) to test whether a graph that is given63

together with a decomposition of width k is q-colorable, but assuming (S)ETH there is no64

algorithm with running time O∗(ck) for any constant c independent of q [27, Theorem 11].65

The complexity of graph coloring parameterized by width measures based on vertex sep-66

arators is therefore well-understood by now. However, only little attention has been paid67

to graph decompositions whose width is measured in terms of the number of edges in a68

separator. There is intriguing evidence that separators consisting of few edges (or, equiva-69

lently, consisting of a bounded number of bounded-degree vertices) can be algorithmically70

exploited in non-trivial ways when solving q-Coloring. In 2016, Björklund [4] presented a71

fascinating algebraic algorithm that decides q-colorability using an algorithmic variation on72

the Alon-Tarsi theorem [1]. Given a graph G of maximum degree d, a path decomposition73

of width k, and integers q and s, his algorithm runs in time (bd/2c + 1)knO(1) · s. If the74

graph is not q-colorable it always outputs no. If the graph has at most s proper q-colorings,75

then it outputs yes with constant probability. Hence when q ≥ (bd/2c+ 1) and s is small,76

it improves over the standard O∗(qk)-time dynamic program by exploiting the bounded-77

degree vertex separators encoded in the path decomposition. However, the dependence of78

the running time on the number of proper q-colorings in the graph is very undesirable, as79

that number may be exponentially large in n.80

Björklund’s algorithm hints at the fact that graph decompositions whose width is gov-81

erned by the number of edges in a separator may yield an algorithmic advantage over existing82

3 We use O∗(f(k)) as a shorthand for f(k) · nO(1).
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approaches. In this work, we therefore perform a deeper investigation of how decompositions83

by small edge separators can be exploited when solving q-Coloring. By leveraging a new84

rank upper bound for a matrix that describes the compatibility of colorings of subgraphs85

on two sides of a small edge separator, we obtain a number of novel algorithmic results. In86

particular, we show how to eliminate dependence on the number s of proper colorings.87

Our results We present efficient algorithms for q-Coloring parameterized by the width of88

various types of graph decompositions by small edge separators. Our first results are phrased89

in terms of the graph parameter cutwidth. A decomposition in this case corresponds to a90

linear ordering of the vertices; the cutwidth of this ordering is given by the maximum number91

of edges that connect a vertex in a prefix of the ordering to a vertex in the complement (see92

Section 2 for formal definitions). Cutwidth is one of the classic graph layout parameters93

(cf. [14]). It takes larger values than treewidth [33], and has been the subject of frequent94

study [23, 43, 44].95

Informally speaking, we prove that interactions of partial solutions on low-cutwidth96

graphs are much simpler than interactions of partial solutions on low-pathwidth graphs.97

The rank-based approach developed in earlier work [8, 11, 19] can be used by setting up98

matrices whose rank determines the complexity of these interactions in low-cutwidth graphs.99

These are different from the matrices associated to partial solutions in low-pathwidth graphs,100

and admit better rank bounds. This is exploited by two different algorithms: a deterministic101

algorithm that employs fast matrix multiplication and therefore has the square matrix mul-102

tiplication exponent ω in its running time, and a faster randomized Monte Carlo algorithm.103

I Theorem 1. There is a deterministic algorithm that, for any q, solves q-Coloring on a104

graph G with a given linear layout of cutwidth ctw in O∗(2ω·ctw) time, where ω ≤ 2.373 is105

the square matrix multiplication exponent.106

I Theorem 2. There is a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm that, for any q, solves q-107

Coloring on a graph G with a given linear layout of cutwidth ctw in O∗(2ctw) time.108

These results show a striking difference between cutwidth and parameterizations based on109

vertex separators such as treewidth and vertex cover number: we obtain single-exponential110

running times where the base of the exponent is independent of the number of colors q, which111

(assuming ETH) is impossible even parameterized by vertex cover [27]. The assumption that112

a decomposition is given in the input is standard in this line of research [8, 12, 11, 19] and113

decouples the complexity of finding a decomposition from that of exploiting a decomposition.114

The ideas underlying Theorems 1 and 2 can also be used to eliminate the dependence on115

the number of proper colorings from Björklund’s algorithm. We prove the following theorem:116

I Theorem 3. There is a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm that, for any q, solves q-117

Coloring on a graph G with maximum degree d and given path decomposition of width pw118

in O∗((bd/2c+ 1)pw) time.119

Our approach uses the first step of the proof of the Alon-Tarsi theorem (i.e. rewrite120

the problem into evaluating the graph polynomial) and also relates colorability to certain121

orientations, but deviates from the previous algorithm otherwise: to evaluate the appropriate122

graph polynomial we extend a fairly simple communication-efficient protocol to evaluate a123

product of two polynomials.124

We also prove that the randomized algorithms of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are condi-125

tionally optimal, even when restricted to special cases:126
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I Theorem 4. Assuming SETH, there is no ε > 0 such that 3-Coloring on a planar127

graph G given along with a linear layout of cutwidth ctw can be solved in time O∗((2−ε)ctw).128

I Theorem 5. Let d ≥ 5 be an odd integer and let qd := bd/2c+ 1. Assuming SETH, there129

is no ε > 0 such that qd-Coloring on a graph of maximum degree d given along with a130

path decomposition of pathwidth pw can be solved in time O∗((bd/2c+ 1− ε)pw).131

These results are obtained by building on the techniques of Lokshtanov et al. [36] that132

propagate ‘partial assignments’ throughout graphs of small cutwidth or pathwidth.133

Organization134

In Section 2 we provide preliminaries. In Section 3 we present algorithms for graph color-135

ing, proving Theorems 1, 2, and 3. In Section 4 we present reductions that show that our136

randomized algorithms cannot be improved significantly, assuming SETH, proving Theo-137

rem 4 in Section 4.1 and Theorem 5 in Section 4.2. Finally, we provide some conclusions in138

Section 5.139

2 Preliminaries140

We use N to denote the natural numbers, including 0. For a positive integer n and a141

set X we use
(
X
n

)
to denote the collection of all subsets of X of size n. The power set142

of X is denoted 2X . The set {1, . . . , n} is abbreviated as [n]. The O∗ notation suppresses143

polynomial factors in the input size n, such that O∗(f(k)) is shorthand for O(f(k)nO(1)).144

All our logarithms have base two. For sets S, T we denote by ST the set of vectors indexed145

by elements of T whose entries are from S. If T = [n], we use Sn instead of S[n].146

We consider finite, simple, and undirected graphs G, consisting of a vertex set V (G) and147

edge set E(G) ⊆
(
V (G)

2
)
. The neighbors of a vertex v in G are denoted NG(v). The closed148

neighborhood of v isNG[v] := NG(v)∪{v}. The degree d(v) equals |NG(v)| and ifX ⊆ E(G),149

then dX(v) denotes the number of edges of X incident to v. This notation is extended to150

d−(v), d+(v), d−X(v), d+
X(v) for directed graphs in the natural way (e.g. d+

X(v) denotes the151

number of w such that (v, w) ∈ X). For a vertex set S ⊆ V (G) the open neighborhood152

is NG(S) :=
⋃
v∈S NG(v)\S and the closed neighborhood is NG[S] := NG(S)∪S, while G[S]153

denotes the graph induced by S.154

A q-coloring of a graph G is a function f : V (G) → [q]. A coloring is proper if f(u) 6=155

f(v) for all edges {u, v} ∈ E(G). For a fixed integer q, the q-Coloring problem asks156

whether a given graph G has a proper q-coloring. The q-SAT problem asks whether a given157

Boolean formula, in conjunctive normal form with clauses of size at most q, has a satisfying158

assignment.159

I Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis ([25, 26]). For every ε > 0, there is a constant q160

such that q-SAT on n variables cannot be solved in time O∗((2− ε)n).161

Cutwidth For an n-vertex graph G, a linear layout of G is a linear ordering of its vertex
set, given by a bijection π : V (G)→ [n]. The cutwidth of G with respect to the layout π is:

ctwπ(G) = max
1≤i<n

∣∣{{u, v} ∈ E(G)
∣∣π(u) ≤ i ∧ π(v) > i

}∣∣,
and the cutwidth ctw(G) of a graph G is the minimum cutwidth attained by any linear162

layout. It is well-known (cf. [7]) that ctw(G) ≥ pw(G) ≥ tw(G), where the latter denote163
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the pathwidth and treewidth of G, respectively. An intuitive way to think about cutwidth164

is to consider the vertices as being placed on a horizontal line in the order dictated by the165

layout π, with edges drawn as x-monotone curves. For any position i we consider the gap166

between vertex π−1(i) and π−1(i+ 1), and count the edges that cross the gap by having one167

endpoint at position at most i and the other at position after i. The cutwidth of a layout is168

the maximum number of edges crossing any single gap.169

A cut is a partition of V (G) into two sets (X,Y ), but in this paper we often also use the170

word cut to denote the corresponding set of edges {{x, y} ∈ E(G) : x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ Y }.171

Pathwidth and path decompositions A path decomposition of a graph G is a path P172

in which each node x has an associated set of vertices Bx ⊆ V (G) (called a bag) such173

that
⋃
x∈V (P ) Bx = V (G) and the following properties hold:174

1. For each edge {u, v} ∈ E(G) there is a node x in P such that u, v ∈ Bx.175

2. If v ∈ Bx ∩By then v ∈ Bz for all nodes z on the (unique) path from x to y in P .176

The width of P is the size of the largest bag minus one, and the pathwidth of a graph G177

is the minimum width over all possible path decompositions of G. Since our focus here is178

on dynamic programming over a path decomposition we only mention in passing that the179

related notion of treewidth can be defined in the same way, except for letting the nodes of180

the decomposition form a tree instead of a path.181

It is common for the presentation of dynamic-programming algorithms to use path- and182

tree decompositions that are normalized in order to make the description easier to follow.183

For an overview of tree decompositions and dynamic programming on tree decompositions184

see e.g. [9]. Following [12] we use the following path decompositions:185

I Definition 6 (Nice Path Decomposition). A nice path decomposition is a path decomposi-186

tion where the underlying path of nodes is ordered from left to right (the predecessor of any187

node is its left neighbor) and in which each bag is of one of the following types:188

First (leftmost) bag: the bag associated with the leftmost node x is empty, Bx = ∅.189

Introduce vertex bag: an internal node x of P with predecessor y such that Bx =190

By ∪ {v} for some v /∈ By. This bag is said to introduce v.191

Introduce edge bag: an internal node x of P labeled with an edge {u, v} ∈ E(G) with192

one predecessor y for which u, v ∈ Bx = By. This bag is said to introduce {u, v}.193

Forget bag: an internal node x of P with predecessor y for which Bx = By \ {v} for194

some v ∈ By. This bag is said to forget v.195

Last (rightmost) bag: the bag associated with the rightmost node x is empty, Bx = ∅.196

Moreover, every edge is introduced by exactly one bag.197

It is easy to verify that any given path decomposition of pathwidth pw can be transformed198

in time |V (G)| · pwO(1) into a nice path decomposition without increasing the width. Let199

B1, . . . , B` be a nice path decomposition of G. We say Bi is before Bj if i ≤ j. We denote200

Vi =
⋃i
j=1 Bi and let Ei denote the set of edges introduced in bags before i.201

3 Upper bounds for Graph Coloring202

In this section we outline algorithms for q-Coloring that run efficiently when given a203

graph and either a small-cutwidth layout or a good path decomposition on graphs with204

small maximum degree. We assume the input graph has no isolated vertices, as they are205

clearly irrelevant. We start by using the ‘rank-based approach’ as proposed in [8] to ob-206

tain deterministic algorithms, and afterward give a randomized algorithm with substantial207
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speedup. In both approaches the idea is to employ dynamic programming to accumulate208

needed information about the existence of partial solutions, but use linear-algebraic methods209

to compress this information. Let us remark in passing that our approaches are robust in210

the sense that they directly extend to generalizations such as q-List Coloring in which211

for every vertex a set of allowed colors is given.4212

A key quantity that determines the amount of information needed after compression in213

general is the rank of a partial solutions matrix. This matrix has its rows and columns214

indexed by partial solutions (which could be defined in various ways) and an entry is 1 (or215

more generally, non-zero) if the two partial solutions combine to a solution. Previously, this216

method proved to be highly useful for connectivity problems parameterized by treewidth [8].217

For q-Coloring parameterized by treewidth, partial solutions can naturally be defined as218

partial proper colorings of a subgraph whose boundary is formed by some vertex separator.219

Two partial colorings combine to a proper complete coloring if and only if the two partial220

colorings agree on the coloring of the separator. Unfortunately, the rank-based approach221

is not useful here as the partial solution matrices arising have large rank, as witnessed by222

induced identity submatrices of dimensions qtw. Indeed, the lower bound under SETH by223

Lokshtanov, Marx, and Saurabh [36] shows that no algorithm can solve the problem much224

faster than O∗(qpw), where pw denotes the pathwidth of the input graph.225

Still, this does not exclude much faster running times parameterized by cutwidth. In our226

application of the rank-based approach for q-Coloring of a graph with a given linear layout227

of cutwidth ctw, the partial solutions are q-colorings of the first i and last n− i vertices in228

the linear order for some fixed i, and clearly only the colors assigned to vertices incident to229

the edges going over the cut are relevant. If we let X = Xi, Y = Yi denote the endpoints of230

these edges occurring respectively not after and after i, and let H = Hi denote the bipartite231

graph induced by the cut and these edges, we are set to study the rank of the following232

partial solutions matrix indexed by x ∈ [q]X and y ∈ [q]Y :233

MH [x, y] =
{

1, if x ∪ y is a proper q-coloring of H,
0, if otherwise.

234

Here and below, we slightly abuse notation by viewing elements of V I (i.e. vectors with235

values in V that are indexed by I) as sets of pairs in I × V ; that is, if x ∈ V I we also use236

x to denote the set {(i, xi)}i∈I . With this notation in mind, note that x ∪ y above can be237

interpreted as an element of [q]X∪Y in the natural way as X and Y are disjoint. As the238

rank of MH is generally high5 and depends on q, we instead focus on the matrix M ′H over Z239

defined by240

M ′H [x, y] =
∏

(v,w)∈E(H)

(xv − yw), (1)241

where all edges are directed from X to Y in E(H). The crux is that the support (e.g. the242

set of non-zero entries) of M ′H equals the support of MH :243

I Lemma 7. We have M ′H [x, y] 6= 0 if and only if x ∪ y is a proper q-coloring of H.244

Proof. If xv = yw for some (v, w) ∈ E(H) then the term (xv − yw) is zero, implying the245

entire product on the right hand-side of (1) is zero. If x and y differ at every coordinate,246

then M ′H [x, y] is a product of non-zero terms, and therefore non-zero itself. J247

4 In the deterministic approach we simply avoid partial solutions not satisfying these constraints, and in
the randomized approach we assign sufficiently large weight to disallowed (vertex,color) combinations.

5 For example, if H is a single edge MH is the complement of an identity matrix of dimensions q × q.
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In Sections 3.1–3.2 this property will allow us to work with M ′H instead of MH , when248

combined with the Isolation Lemma or Gaussian-elimination approach; similarly as in pre-249

vious work [8, 11, 12].6250

3.1 A deterministic algorithm251

We first show that M ′H has rank at most
∏
v∈X(dE(H)(v) + 1) by exhibiting an explicit252

factorization. Here we use the shorthand dW (v) for the number of edges in W containing253

vertex v. For a bipartite graph H with parts X,Y and edges oriented from X to Y , we have:254

M ′H [x, y] =
∏

(v,w)∈E(H)

(xv − yw)255

=
∑

W⊆E(H)

(∏
v∈X

xdW (v)
v

)(∏
v∈Y

(−yv)dE(H)\W (v)

)
256

=
∑

(dv∈{0,...,dE(H)(v)})v∈X

(∏
v∈X

xdvv

) ∑
W⊆E(H)

∀v∈X:dW (v)=dv

∏
v∈Y

(−yv)dE(H)\W (v)

 , (2)257

258

where the second equality follows by expanding the product and the third equality follows259

by grouping the summands on the number of edges incident to vertices in W included in X.260

Expression (2) provides us with a matrix factorization M ′H = LH · RH where LH is261

indexed by x ∈ [q]X and a sequence s = (dv ∈ {0, . . . , dE(H)(v)})v∈X and RH has columns262

indexed by y ∈ [q]Y (one such factorization sets LH [x, s] =
∏
v∈X x

sv
v ). As the number263

of relevant sequences s is bounded by
∏
v∈X(dE(H)(v) + 1), the factorization implies the264

claimed rank bound for M ′H .7 The rank bound allows some partial solutions to be pruned265

from the dynamic-programming table without changing the answer. The following definition266

captures correct reduction steps.267

I Definition 8. Fix a bipartite graph H with parts X and Y and let S ⊆ [q]X be a set of268

q-colorings of X. We say S ′ ⊆ [q]X H-represents S if S ′ ⊆ S, and for each y ∈ [q]Y we have:269

(∃x ∈ S : x∪y is a proper coloring of H)⇔ (∃x′ ∈ S ′ : x′∪y is a proper coloring of H). (3)270

Note that the backward direction of (3) is implied by the property that S ′ ⊆ S, but we state271

both for clarity. If H is clear from context it will be omitted. For future reference we record272

the observation that the transitivity of this relation follows directly from its definition:273

I Observation 9. Let H be a bipartite graph with parts X and Y , and let A,B, C ⊆ [q]X .274

If A represents B and B represents C, then A represents C.275

Given the above matrix factorization, we can directly follow the proof of [8, Theorem 3.7]276

to get the following result (note that ω denotes the square matrix multiplication exponent):277

I Lemma 10. There is an algorithm reduce that, given a bipartite graph H with parts X,Y278

and a set S ⊆ [q]X , outputs in time
(∏

v∈X(dE(H)(v) + 1)
)ω−1 · |S| · poly(|X| + |Y |) a set279

S ′ that represents S and satisfies |S ′| ≤
∏
v∈X(dE(H)(v) + 1).280

6 In the deterministic setting, the observation that one can work with a matrix different from a partial
solution matrix but with the same support as the partial solution matrix was already used by Fomin
et al. [19] in combination with a matrix factorization by Lovász [38].

7 This construction (first developed in this paper) has subsequently been used by the second author with
Bansal et al. [3] in the completely different setting of online algorithms; see [3, Footnote 3].
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Proof. The algorithm is as follows: compute explicitly the matrix LH [S, ·] (i.e. the subma-281

trix of LH induced by all rows in S). As every entry of LH can be computed in polynomial282

time, clearly this can be done within the claimed time bound. Subsequently, the algorithm283

finds a row basis of this matrix and returns that set as S ′. As the rank of a matrix is at284

most its number of columns, |S ′| ≤
∏
v∈X(dE(H)(v) + 1). Using [8, Lemma 3.15], this step285

also runs in the promised running time.286

To see that S ′ represents S, note that clearly S ′ ⊆ S and thus it remains to prove the287

forward implication of (3). To this end, suppose that x ∪ y is a proper q-coloring of H and288

x ∈ S. As S ′ is a row basis of LH , there exist x(1), . . . , x(`) ∈ S ′ and λ1, . . . , λ` such that289

M ′H [x, y] = LH [x, ·]RH [·, y] =
(∑̀
i=1

λiLH [x(i), ·]
)
RH [·, y] =

∑̀
i=1

λiM
′
H [x(i), y],290

where LH [x, ·] and RH [·, y] denote a row of LH and column of RH respectively. As x∪y is a291

proper coloring of H, Lemma 7 impliesM ′H [x, y] is non-zero. Therefore there must also exist292

x(i) ∈ S ′ such that M ′H [x(i), y] is non-zero and hence x(i) ∪ y is a proper coloring of H. J293

Equipped with the algorithm reduce from Lemma 10 we are ready to present the algo-294

rithm for q-Coloring. On a high level, the algorithm uses a naïve dynamic-programming295

scheme, but by extensive use of the reduce procedure we efficiently represent sets of partial296

solutions and speed up the computation significantly.297

First we need to introduce some notation. A vector x ∈ V I is an extension of a vector298

x′ ∈ V I′ if I ′ ⊆ I and x′i = xi for every i ∈ I ′. If x ∈ V I and P ⊆ I then the projection x|P299

is defined as the unique vector in V P of which x is an extension. Let G be the graph for300

which we need to decide whether a proper q-coloring exists and fix an ordering v1, . . . , vn of301

V (G). We denote all edges as directed pairs (vi, vj) with i < j. For i = 1, . . . , n, define Vi302

as the i’th prefix of this ordering, Ci as the i’th cut in this ordering, and Xi and Yi as the303

left and right endpoints of the edges in this cut, respectively. More formally:304

Vi = {v1, . . . , vi}, Ci = {(vl, vr) ∈ E(G) : l ≤ i < r},305

Xi = {vl ∈ V (G) : ∃(vl, vr) ∈ Ci ∧ l < r}, Yi = {vr ∈ V (G) : ∃(vl, vr) ∈ Ci ∧ l < r}.306307

Note that Xi ⊆ Xi−1∪{vi} and Yi−1 ⊆ Yi∪{vi}. We let Hi denote the bipartite graph with308

parts Xi, Yi and edge set Ci. For i = 1, . . . , n, let T [i] ⊆ [q]Xi be the set of all q-colorings309

of the vertices in Xi that can be extended to a proper q-coloring of G[Vi]. The following310

lemma shows that we can continuously work with a table T ′ that represents a table T :311

I Lemma 11. If T ′[i− 1] Hi−1-represents T [i− 1], then T ′[i] Hi-represents T [i], where312

T ′[i] =
{

(x ∪ (vi, c))|Xi : x ∈ T ′[i− 1], c ∈ [q],
(
∀v ∈ N(vi) ∩Xi−1 : xv 6= c

)}
. (4)313

Proof. Assuming the hypothesis, we first show that T ′[i] ⊆ T [i]. Let x ∈ T ′[i − 1] and314

c ∈ [q] such that ∀v ∈ N(vi) ∩ Xi−1 : xv 6= c. As T ′[i − 1] represents T [i − 1], we have315

that x ∈ T [i− 1]. By definition of T [i− 1], there exists a proper coloring w of G[Vi−1] that316

extends x. Since all v ∈ N(vi)∩Xi−1 = N(vi)∩Vi−1 satisfy xv 6= c, it follows that w∪(vi, c)317

is a proper coloring of G[Vi], and thus (x ∪ (vi, c))|Xi ∈ T [i].318

Thus, to prove the lemma it remains to show the forward implication of (3). To this319

end, let x ∈ T [i] and let w ∈ [q]Vi be a proper coloring of G[Vi] that extends x. Let y ∈ [q]Yi320

be such that x ∪ y is a proper coloring of Hi. As wvi 6= wvj for neighbors vj ∈ N(vi) ∩ Vi−1321

and wvi 6= yvj for vj ∈ N(vi) \ Vi, it follows that w ∪ y extends a proper coloring of Hi−1.322
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Therefore w|Xi−1 ∪ (y ∪ (vi, wvi))|Yi−1 must be a proper coloring of Hi−1, and w|Xi−1 ∈323

T [i− 1] as it can be extended to a proper coloring of Vi, and thus also to a proper coloring324

of Vi−1. As T ′[i− 1] Hi−1-represents T [i− 1], there exists x′ ∈ T ′[i− 1] such that x′ ∪ (y ∪325

(vi, wvi))|Yi−1 is a proper coloring of Hi−1.326

As no neighbor of vi was assigned color wvi by y, it follows that (x′ ∪ (vi, wvi))∪ y is an327

extension of a proper coloring of Hi. As x′∪(y∪(v, wvi))|Yi−1 is a proper coloring of Hi−1, no328

neighbors of vi are assigned color wvi by x′, and by (4) we have that (x′ ∪ (vi, wvi)) ∈ T ′[i],329

as required. J330

Now we combine Lemma 10 with Lemma 11 to obtain an algorithm to solve q-Coloring.331

I Lemma 12. q-Coloring can be solved in time O∗
((

maxi
∏
v∈Xi(dE(Hi)(v) + 1)

)ω).332

Proof. Note T ′[0] = T [0] = {∅} (where ∅ is the 0-dimensional vector). Using Lemma 11,333

we can use (4) for i = 1, . . . , n to iteratively compute a set T ′[i] representing T [i] from a set334

T ′[i − 1] representing T [i − 1], and replace T ′[i] after each step with reduce(Hi, T
′[i]). By335

combining Lemma 11 and Observation 9, we may conclude that G has a q-coloring if and336

only if T ′[n] is not empty (that is, it contains a single element which is the empty vector).337

The time required for the computation dictated by (4) is clearly |T ′[i]| · poly(n). Since338

|T ′[i− 1]| ≤ maxi
∏
v∈Xi(dE(Hi)(v) + 1), as it is the result of reduce, we have that |T ′[i]| is339

bounded by q ·maxi
∏
v∈Xi(dE(Hi)(v) + 1). Using this upper bound for |T ′[i]|, the time of340

reduce will be O∗
((

maxi
∏
v∈Xi(dE(Hi)(v) + 1)

)ω), which clearly is the bottleneck in the341

running time. J342

Theorem 1 now follows directly from this more general statement.343

Proof of Theorem 1. If v1, . . . , vn is a layout of cutwidth k, then |E(Hi)| ≤ k for every i,344

and the term
∏
v∈Xi(dE(Hi)(v)+1) is upper bounded by 2k by the AM-GM inequality. Thus345

the theorem follows from Lemma 12. J346

3.2 A randomized algorithm347

In this section we use an idea similar to the idea from the matrix factorization of the previous348

section to obtain faster randomized algorithms. Specifically, our main technical result is as349

follows (recall that Ei denotes the set of edges introduced in bags before Bi).350

I Theorem 13. There is a Monte Carlo algorithm for q-Coloring that, given a graph G351

and a nice path decomposition B1, . . . , B`, runs in time O∗(maxi
∏
v∈Bi(min{dEi(v), d(v)−352

dEi(v)} + 1)). The algorithm does not give false-positives and returns the correct answer353

with high probability.354

Let V (G) = V = {v1, . . . , vn} be ordered arbitrarily, and direct every edge {vi, vj} as (vi, vj)355

with i < j. Define the graph polynomial fG as fG(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏

(u,v)∈E(G)(xu− xv). This356

polynomial has been studied intensively (cf. [2, 13, 37]), for example in the context of the357

Alon-Tarsi theorem [1]. Define PG =
∑
x∈[q]V fG(x). Similarly as in Lemma 7 we see that358

if PG 6= 0 then G has a proper q-coloring, and if G has a unique q-coloring then PG 6= 0359

as it is the product of non-zero values. This is useful if the graph is guaranteed to have at360

most one proper q-coloring. To this end, we use a standard technique based on the Isolation361

Lemma, which we state now.362

I Definition 14. A function ω : U → Z isolates a set family F ⊆ 2U if there is a unique363

S′ ∈ F with ω(S′) = minS∈F ω(S), where ω(S′) :=
∑
v∈S′ ω(v).364
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I Lemma 15 (Isolation Lemma, [39]). Let F ⊆ 2U be a non-empty set family over universe U .365

For each u ∈ U , choose a weight ω(u) ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,W} uniformly and independently at366

random. Then Pr[ω isolates F ] ≥ 1− |U |/W .367

We will apply Lemma 15 to isolate the set of proper colorings of G. To this end, we368

use the set V (G)× [q] of vertex/color pairs as our universe U , and consider a weight func-369

tion ω : V (G)× [q]→ Z.370

I Definition 16. A q-coloring of G is a vector x ∈ [q]n, and it is proper if xi 6= xj for every371

(i, j) ∈ E(G). The weight of x is ω(x) =
∑n
i=1 ω((i, xi)).372

Let ω : V (G) × [q] → [2nq] be a random weight function, i.e. for every v ∈ V (G) and373

c ∈ [q] we pick an integer from [2nq] uniformly and independently at random. For every374

integer z we associate a number PG(z) with G, as follows:375

PG(z) =
∑
x∈[q]n
ω(x)=z

∏
(i,j)∈E(G)

(xi − xj) . (5)376

IfG has no proper q-coloring, then PG(z) = 0 since for every q-coloring x there will be an edge377

(i, j) ∈ E for which xi = xj and therefore the product in (5) vanishes. We claim that if G has378

a proper q-coloring, then with probability at least 1/2 there exists z ≤ 2nq such that PG(z) 6=379

0, which means we get a correct algorithm with high probability by repeating a polynomial380

in n number of times. Let F = {{(i, xi)}i∈V : x is a proper q-coloring of G} ⊆ 2U . As F is381

non-empty, we may apply Lemma 15 to obtain that ω isolates F with probability at least382

1/2. Conditioned on this event, there must exist an integer w such that there is exactly one383

proper q-coloring x of G satisfying ω(x) = z. In this case, x is the only summand in (5)384

that can have a non-zero contribution. Moreover, as it is a proper coloring, its contribution385

is a product of non-zero entries and therefore non-zero itself. Thus PG(z) is non-zero with386

probability at least 1/2.387

We now continue by showing how to compute PG(z) for all z ≤ 2nq quickly using dynamic388

programming. Note that by expanding the product in (5) we have:389

PG(z) =
∑
x∈[q]n
ω(x)=z

∑
W⊆E(G)

 ∏
(u,v)∈W

xu

 ∏
(u,v)∈E(G)\W

−xv

 . (6)390

If Bi is a bag of a path decomposition (Section 2), we need to define table entries Ti contain-391

ing all information about the graph (Vi, Ei) needed to compute PG(z). Before we describe392

these table entries we make a small deviation to convey intuition about our approach. Specif-393

ically, we may interpret PG(z) as a polynomial in variables xv for v ∈ Bi. Now suppose394

for simplicity that |Bi| = 1. Then the amount of information about Ei needed to compute395

PG(z) may be studied via a simple communication-complexity game that we now outline.396

A One-way Communication Protocol Alice has a univariate polynomial PA(x) of degree397

dA, and Bob has a univariate polynomial PB(x) of degree dB . Both parties know dA, dB398

and an additional integer q. Alice needs to send as few bits as possible to Bob after which399

Bob needs to output the quantity
∑
x∈[q] PA(x)PB(x).400

An easy strategy is that Alice sends the dA+1 coefficients of her polynomial to Bob. An401

alternative strategy for Alice is based on partial evaluations, which is useful when dB < dA.402
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By expanding Bob’s polynomial in coefficient form as PB(x) =
∑dB
i=0 cix

i we can rewrite403 ∑
x∈[q] PA(x)PB(x) into404 ∑
x∈[q]

PA(x)(c0x
0 + c1x

1 + . . .+ cdBx
dB ) = c0

∑
x∈[q]

PA(x)x0 + . . .+ cdB
∑
x∈[q]

PA(x)xdB ,405

so as second strategy Alice may send the dB + 1 values
∑
x∈[q] PA(x)xi for i = 0, . . . , dB .406

By choosing her best strategy, she never needs to send more than min{dA, dB}+ 1 integers.407

In our setting for defining table entries Ti for evaluating PG(z), we think of dA(v) as the408

number of edges in Ei incident to v and of dB(v) as the number of edges incident to v not in409

Ei. Roughly speaking, the running time of Theorem 13 is obtained by defining table entries410

storing Alice’s message, in which she chooses the best of the two strategies independently411

for every vertex.412

Definition of the Table Entries An orientation O of a subset X ⊆ E(G) of edges is a413

set of directed pairs such that for every {u, v} ∈ X, either (u, v) ∈ O or (v, u) ∈ O. If O414

is an orientation of X, we also say O orients X. The number of reversals rev(O) of O is415

the number of (v, u) ∈ O such that u is introduced in a bag before the bag in which v is416

introduced. An orientation is even if its number of reversals is even, and it is odd otherwise.417

For a fixed path decomposition B1, . . . , B` of the input graph G, let Li ⊆ Bi consist of418

all vertices in Bi of which at most half of their incident edges are already introduced in Bi419

or a bag before Bi, and let Ri = Bi \ Li. Let li be the vector indexed by Li such that420

for every v ∈ Li the value liv denotes the number of edges incident to v already introduced421

before or at bag Bi. Similarly, let ri be the vector indexed by Ri such that for every v ∈ Ri422

the value riv denotes the number of edges incident to v introduced after bag Bi.423

If b ∈ NI≥0 is a vector, we denote P(b) for the set of vectors a in NI≥0 such that a � b.424

Here a � b denotes that av ≤ bv for every v ∈ I. For d ∈ P(li) and e ∈ P(ri), define:425

T zi [d, e] =
∑

x∈[q]Vi\Li
ω(x)=z

∑
O orients Ei

∀u∈Li:d+
O

(u)=du

(−1)rev(O)

 ∏
u∈Vi\Li

x
d+
O

(u)
u

( ∏
u∈Ri

xeuu

)
. (7)426

Intuitively, this could be seen as a partial evaluation of PG(z). Note that we sum over427

all possible xv ∈ [q] for v ∈ Vi \ Li, but let the values xv for v ∈ Li be undetermined and428

store the coefficient in the obtained polynomial of a certain monomial
∏
u∈Ri x

eu
u . Indeed,429

PG(z) equals T z` [∅, ∅], where ∅ is the unique 0-dimensional vector: Then Li = V , and the430

sum over all orientations O of Ei is equivalent to the sum over all subsets of E(G). Thus431

T z` [∅, ∅] reduces to (6).432

By combining the appropriate recurrence for all values T zi [d, e] with dynamic program-433

ming, the following lemma can be obtained.434

I Lemma 17. All values T zi [d, e] can be computed in time poly(n) ·
∑`
i=1 Ti, where435

Ti = |P(li)| · |P(ri)| =
∏
v∈Bi

(min{dEi(v), d(v)− dEi(v)}+ 1).436

Proof. We make a case distinction based on the bag type:437

Left-most Bag: If Bi is a leaf bag (i.e. i = 1 and Vi = ∅), then Vi \ Li has one q-coloring438

of weight 0 and orientation of the empty set which amounts to one summand which439
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contributes 1, so440

T z1 [∅, ∅] =
{

1, if z = 0
0, otherwise.

441

where ∅ denotes the unique 0-dimensional vector.442

Introduce Vertex Bag: If v is the vertex introduced in bag Bi, then v ∈ Li as liv = 0 and443

we see that T zi [d ∪ {(v, 0)}, e] equals444

∑
x∈[q]Vi−1\Li−1

ω(x)=z

∑
O orients Ei−1

∀u∈Li−1:d+
O

(u)=du
d+
O

(v)=0

(−1)rev(O)

 ∏
u∈Vi−1\Li−1

x
d+
O

(u)
u

 ∏
u∈Ri−1

xeuu

445

= T zi−1[d, e].446
447

Forget Vertex Bag: If v is the vertex forgotten in bag Bi, then v ∈ Ri−1 as G has no448

isolated vertices, implying Li = Li−1 and Ri = Ri−1 \ {v}. As Bi is a forget bag, we449

have Vi = Vi−1 and Ei = Ei−1. Since x0
v = 1 for any xv ∈ [q], we see that T zi [d, e] equals450

∑
x∈[q]Vi\Li
ω(x)=z

∑
O orients Ei

∀u∈Li:d+
O

(u)=du

(−1)rev(O)

 ∏
u∈Vi\Li

x
d+
O

(u)
u

( ∏
u∈Ri

xeuu

)
x0
v451

=
∑

x∈[q]Vi−1\Li−1

ω(x)=z

∑
O orients Ei−1

∀u∈Li−1:d+
O

(u)=du

(−1)rev(O)

 ∏
u∈Vi−1\Li−1

x
d+
O

(u)
u

 ∏
u∈Ri−1

x(e∪{(v,0)})u
u

452

= T zi−1[d, e ∪ {(v, 0)}].453
454

Introduce Edge Bag: Suppose the edge (v, w) is introduced in bag Bi, so that Vi = Vi−1.455

Let f1 denote the edge (v, w) and f2 denote its reversal (w, v). For j ∈ {1, 2} define456

T zi,j [d, e] =
∑

x∈[q]Vi\Li
ω(x)=z

∑
O orients Ei

fj∈O
∀u∈Li:d+

O
(u)=du

(−1)rev(O)

 ∏
u∈Vi\Li

x
d+
O

(u)
u

( ∏
u∈Ri

xeuu

)
.457

We have T zi [d, e] = T zi,1[d, e] + T zi,2[d, e], so it remains to compute the latter two expres-458

sions. We will focus on how to compute T zi,1[d, e] as computing T zi,2[d, e] is done similarly459

by replacing v with w, replacing f1 by f2, and multiplying by −1 (to account for rev(O)).460

We distinguish the following cases:461

v is in Li: As f1 contributes one to d+
O(v), we have462

T zi,1[d ∪ {(v, dv)}, e] = T zi−1[d ∪ {(v, dv − 1)}, e].463
464

v is in Ri ∩ Ri−1: As f1 contributes one to d+
O(v) we see that T zi,1[d, e] = T zi−1[d, e]xv465

(interpreting xv as being bound by the quantification in the expression for T zi−1[d, e])466

so that we obtain467

T zi,1[d, e ∪ {(v, dv)}] = T zi−1[d, e ∪ {(v, dv + 1)}].468
469
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v is in Ri ∩ Li−1: This is the most complicated case, which occurs when the introduc-470

tion of the edge (v, w) changes the status of vertex v from being a vertex in Li−1 of471

which at most half the incident edges are introduced, to a vertex in Ri of which more472

than half its incident edges are introduced. The expression for T zi,1[d, e] sums over the473

colorings of vertices of the set Vi \Li which contains v, while the expressions for Ti−1474

sum over colorings of the set Vi−1 \ Li−1 which does not contain v. Moreover, the475

expression for T zi,1[d, e] sums over all orientations of Ei, regardless of the out-degree476

of v in that orientation, and includes a factor xd
+
O

(v)
v in the first product, while the477

expressions for Ti−1 only sum over orientations in which the out-degree of v ∈ Li−1478

is as specified by dv, and contains no such factor. Finally, the expression for T zi,1[d, e]479

contains a term xevv in the second product since v ∈ Ri, but the expressions for Ti−1480

do not. So to obtain T zi,1[d, e] from the values of Ti−1, we sum over all relevant choices481

of out-degree dv and color xv, and multiply the values of the appropriate subproblems482

by xev+dv+1
v . The final +1 stems from the fact that f1 ∈ O contributes one to d+

O(v).483

With this in mind, observe that T zi,1[d, e] equals484

∑
0≤dv≤li−1

v

xv∈[q]

∑
x∈[q]Vi−1\Li−1

ω(x)+ω((v,xv))=z

∑
O orients Ei

f1∈O
∀u∈Li−1:d+

O
(u)=du

(−1)rev(O)

 ∏
v∈Vi−1\Li−1

x
d+
O

(u)
u

 ∏
u∈Ri−1

xeuu

xev+dv+1
v485

=
∑

0≤dv≤li−1
v

∑
xv∈[q]

T
z−ω((v,xv))
i−1 [d ∪ {(v, dv)}, e \ {(v, ev)}]xev+dv+1

v .486

487

Recall the range of the weight function ω : V (G) × [q] → [2nq]. Using the above recur-488

rence, we can compute PG(z) for every 0 ≤ z ≤ 2nq in time poly(n) ·
∑`
i=1 Ti where489

Ti = |P(li)| · |P(ri)| =
∏
v∈Bi

(min{dEi(v), d(v)− dEi(v)}+ 1).490

This concludes the proof of Lemma 17. J491

Thus PG(z) can be computed in the time stated in Theorem 13. As discussed, PG(z) = 0492

if G has no proper q-coloring. Otherwise, ω isolates the set of proper q-colorings of G with493

probability at least 1/2. Conditioned on this event we have PG(z) 6= 0, where z is the weight494

of the unique minimum-weight q-coloring. Therefore we output yes if PG(z) 6= 0 for some z495

and obtain the claimed probabilistic guarantee. This concludes the proof of Theorem 13.496

As special cases of Theorem 13 we obtain Theorems 2 and 3.497

Proof of Theorem 2. Given a linear layout v1, . . . , vn of cutwidth k, define a nice path498

decomposition in which vertices are introduced in the order of the layout. After vi is in-499

troduced, its incident edges to vj with j < i are introduced in arbitrary order. Forget vi500

directly after the series of edge introductions that introduced its last incident edge.501

As v1, . . . , vn has cutwidth at most k, for any bag Bi of this path decomposition the502

number of edges between Vi and V \Vi is at most k. Together with the edges incident on the503

most-recently introduced vertex vj , these k edges are the only edges incident on Bi that are504

not in Ei. Consider the term
∏
v∈Bi(min{dEi(v), d(v)− dEi(v)}+ 1). Vertex vj contributes505

at most one factor n. For the remaining vertices in Bi, the only incident edges not in Ei506

are those in the cut of size at most k. By the AM-GM inequality, their contribution to507

the product is maximized when they are all incident to distinct vertices, in which case the508

algorithm of Theorem 13 runs in time O∗(2k). J509
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Figure 1 Illustration for planarizing 3-Coloring. Left: the graph Hcol with a 3-coloring in
which all terminals are red. The rest of the figure illustrates Theorem 19 on the crossed edge {x, y}
in the top middle. The results of steps 1, 2, and 3 are shown in the middle bottom, top right, and
bottom right figures, respectively.

Proof of Theorem 3. Follows from Theorem 13: min{dEi(v), d(v)−dEi(v)} ≤ bd(v)/2c. J510

4 Lower bounds for graph coloring511

4.1 Lower bounds for 3-coloring on planar graphs of bounded cutwidth512

In this section we prove that 3-Coloring on planar graphs of cutwidth k cannot be solved513

in O∗((2 − ε)k) time for any ε > 0, unless SETH fails. To lift our hardness result to514

planar graphs, we will employ ideas from the NP-completeness proof of 3-Coloring on515

planar graphs by Garey, Johnson, and Stockmeyer [22, Thm. 2.2]. It relies on the gadget516

graph Hcol due to Michael Fischer that is shown in Figure 1.517

I Observation 18. Any proper 3-coloring f : V (Hcol) → [3] of Hcol satisfies f(u) = f(u′)518

and f(v) = f(v′). Conversely, any coloring f ′ : {u, u′, v, v′} → [3] with f ′(u) = f ′(u′)519

and f ′(v) = f ′(v′) can be extended to a proper 3-coloring of Hcol.520

We introduce some terminology for working with planar graphs, as well as drawings of521

non-planar graphs. A drawing of a graph G is a function ψ that assigns a unique point ψ(v) ∈522

R2 to each vertex v ∈ V (G), and a curve ψ(e) ⊆ R2 to each edge e ∈ E(G), such that the523

following four conditions hold. (1) For e = {u, v} ∈ E(G), the endpoints of ψ(e) are524

exactly ψ(u) and ψ(v). (2) The interior of a curve ψ(e) does not contain the image of any525

vertex. (3) No three curves representing edges intersect in a common point, except possibly526

at their endpoints. (4) The interiors of the curves ψ(e), ψ(e′) for distinct edges intersect in at527

most one point. If the interiors of all the curves representing edges are pairwise-disjoint, then528

we have a planar drawing. We will combine (non-planar) drawings with crossover gadgets529

to build planar drawings. A graph is planar if it admits a planar drawing.530

The operation of identifying vertices u and v in a graph G results in the graph G′ that531

is obtained from G by replacing the two vertices u and v by a new vertex w with NG′(w) =532

NG({u, v}).533

The following theorem is illustrated in Figure 1.534

I Theorem 19 ([22, Thm 2.2]). Let G be a graph with a drawing ψ, and define G′ as follows:535

1. For each edge e = {x, y} ∈ E(G), consider the curve ψ(e). If the interior of ψ(e) is536

crossed, then insert new vertices on the curve ψ(e) between the endpoints of ψ(e) and537

their nearest crossing, and between consecutive crossings along ψ(e).538
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2. Replace each crossing in the drawing by a copy of the graph Hcol, identifying the ter-539

minals u and u′ with the nearest newly inserted vertices on either side along one curve,540

and identifying v and v′ with the nearest newly inserted vertices on the other curve.541

3. For each {x, y} ∈ E(G), choose one endpoint as the distinguished endpoint and identify542

it with the nearest new vertex on the curve ψ({u, v}).543

Then the resulting graph G′ is planar, and it has a proper 3-coloring if and only if G has544

one.545

Using Theorem 19 we present our lower bound for solving 3-Coloring on planar graphs546

of bounded cutwidth. The following lemma is the main ingredient.547

I Lemma 20. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a CNF formula φ on n548

variables, constructs a planar graph G together with a linear layout π with ctwπ(G) ≤549

n+O(1), such that φ is satisfiable if and only if G is 3-colorable.550

Proof. The construction is split into three steps. (I) In the first step we transform φ into a551

non-planar List-3-Coloring instance (G1, L1) of cutwidth n + O(1). In this list-coloring552

instance, each vertex v ∈ V (G1) is assigned a list L1(v) ⊆ [3] of allowed colors. The553

question is whether G1 has a proper 3-coloring f : V (G1) → [3] such that f(v) ∈ L1(v)554

for each v ∈ V (G1). We will ensure that such a list coloring exists if and only if φ is555

satisfiable. (II) In the second step we transform the List-3-Coloring instance (G1, L1)556

into an equivalent instance G2 of the plain 3-Coloring problem, while maintaining a bound557

of n + O(1) on the cutwidth of G2. (III) Finally, we draw G2 in a particular way and use558

Theorem 19 to turn it into a planar graph G3 without blowing up the cutwidth.559

(I) Constructing a list-coloring instance This part is almost identical to a construction in560

earlier work [28, Thm. 2] giving kernelization lower bounds for structural parameterizations561

of graph coloring problems. We repeat it here because the remainder of the proof builds on562

it. Let φ be a CNF formula on variables x1, . . . , xn with clauses C1, . . . , Cm. We assume563

without loss of generality that no clause of φ contains repeated literals, since repetitions564

can be omitted without changing the satisfiability status. We also assume that no clause565

contains a literal and its negation (such clauses are trivially satisfied). For j ∈ [m] we566

use |Cj | to denote the number of literals in Cj , each of which is of the form xi or ¬xi for567

some i ∈ [n]. Construct a graph G1 and a list function L1 : V (G1) → 2[3] as follows (see568

Figure 2).569

1. For each i ∈ [n], add to G1 a path Xi consisting of 2m consecutive vertices Ti,1, Fi,1, Ti,2,570

. . . , Ti,m, Fi,m representing true and false, respectively. Give each vertex on this path571

the list consisting of {2, 3}. We refer to Xi as the variable path for xi. In a proper572

list coloring, all vertices {Ti,j | j ∈ [m]} have the same color, and all vertices {Fi,j |573

j ∈ [m]} have the same color. Coloring the T -vertices 2 and the F -vertices 3 encodes574

that variable xi is true, while coloring the T -vertices 3 and the F -vertices 2 encodes575

that xi is false. Observe that by this interpretation, the vertices representing literals576

that evaluate to true are colored 2 and the literals evaluating to false are colored 3.577

2. For each j ∈ [m], add toG1 a pathDj consisting of 2|Cj | consecutive vertices aj,1, bj,1, . . . ,578

aj,|Cj |, bj,|Cj |. We refer to Dj as the clause path for Cj . Set the lists of its vertices as579

follows. All a-vertices have the full list {1, 2, 3}, except the first one for which L1(aj,1) :=580

{2, 3}. All b-vertices have the list {1, 2}, except the last one for which L1(bj,|Cj |) := {2}.581

Observe that in any proper list coloring of the path Dj , one of the vertices has to receive582

color 3. If no vertex has color 3, then the lists enforce that aj,1 and bj,|Cj | both have583
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Figure 2 Illustration of the construction of Lemma 20 applied to the formula φ = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨
x3)∧ (x2∨x4∨¬x5)∧ (¬x1∨¬x3∨¬x4)∧ (¬x2∨x3∨x5). The List-3-Coloring instance (G1, L1)
that is constructed for φ is drawn. The colors available to a vertex are drawn inside the circle that
represents it, using the encoding that 1 is red, 2 is blue, and 3 is green. Observe that a clause path
such as D3 cannot be properly colored without using color 3 (green).

color 2 while the colors must alternate between 1 and 2 along the path; this implies that584

two adjacent vertices receive identical colors since the path contains an even number of585

vertices.586

3. As the last part of the construction we connect the clause paths to the variable paths to587

enforce that clauses are satisfied. For each j ∈ [m], let `i1 , `i2 , . . . , `i|Cj | be the literals588

occurring in clause Cj , and sort them such that i1 < i2 < . . . < i|Cj |. For each k ∈ [|Cj |],589

do the following. If `ik is a positive occurrence of variable xik , then make aj,k adjacent590

to Tik,j ; if `ik = ¬xik is a negative occurrence, make aj,k adjacent to Fik,j instead.591

This completes the construction of the list-coloring instance (G1, L1).592

I Claim 21. Formula φ is satisfiable ⇔ G1 has a proper 3-coloring respecting the lists L1.593

Proof. (⇒) Suppose that φ has a satisfying assignment v : [n]→ {true, false}. Construct594

a coloring f of G1 as follows.595

1. For each i ∈ [n] such that v(i) = true, set f(Ti,j) = 2 and f(Fi,j) = 3 for all j ∈ [m].596

2. For each i ∈ [n] such that v(i) = false, set f(Ti,j) = 3 and f(Fi,j) = 2 for all j ∈ [m].597

It remains to extend the coloring to the clause paths. Since there are no edges between598

clause paths, this can be done independently for all such paths. So let j ∈ [m] and consider599

the clause path Dj . Each a-vertex on Dj is adjacent to exactly one vertex of a variable path,600

which represents a literal of Cj and to which we already assigned a color; we call this vertex601

the special neighbor of the a-vertex. For each k ∈ [|Cj |] for which the special neighbor of aj,k602

is colored 2, set f(aj,k) = 3. Since the a-vertices are pairwise non-adjacent, this does not603

introduce any conflicts. If the k’th literal of clause Cj evaluates to true under v, then the604

corresponding vertex is colored 2 by the process above, and aj,k will be colored 3. Since each605

clause contains at least one literal that evaluates to true, we assign at least one a-vertex606

of Dj color 3 in this way. Color the remaining vertices of Dj as follows.607

1. Consider the prefixD′j ofDj starting from aj,1 up to (but not including) the first a-vertex608

that is colored 3. (If we assigned aj,1 the color 3 then this prefix is empty and we skip609

this step.) Assign the a-vertices in the prefix the color 2 and the b-vertices the color 1.610

2. Assign the remaining uncolored a-vertices the color 1, and assign the remaining uncol-611

ored b-vertices the color 2.612
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It is straightforward to verify that each vertex on Dj is assigned a color from its list, and613

that the colors of adjacent vertices on Dj are distinct. To see that no vertex of Dj is assigned614

the same color as a neighbor on a variable path, it suffices to observe the following. For615

a-vertices whose special neighbor represents a literal evaluating to true under v, the literal616

is colored 2 and the a-vertex is colored 3. For a-vertices whose adjacent literal evaluates to617

false, the literal is colored 3 and the a-vertex is colored 2 (if it belongs to the prefix D′j)618

or 1 (if it does not). After extending the partial coloring to each clause path independently,619

we obtain a proper list coloring of G1.620

(⇐) For the reverse direction, suppose that G1 has a proper list coloring f : V (G1)→ [3].621

Create a truth assignment v : [n] → {true, false} by setting v(i) = true if all a-vertices622

on the variable path Xi are colored 2, and setting v(i) = false if the a-vertices are all623

colored 3. To see that this is a satisfying assignment, consider an arbitrary clause Cj . As624

remarked during the construction of G1, the fact that the clause path Dj is properly list625

colored implies that at least one vertex of Dj has color 3. Since 3 does not appear on the626

list of the b-vertices, some a-vertex aj,k is colored 3. This implies that the neighbor of aj,k627

on a variable path is colored 2, implying that a vertex representing the k’th literal of Cj was628

colored 2. Hence the k’th literal of Cj evaluates to true under the constructed assignment,629

implying that v satisfies all clauses. y630

The cutwidth of G1 is n+O(1), but we will not prove this fact. Instead, we will bound631

the cutwidth of the graphs G2 and G3 constructed in next phases.632

(II) Reducing to plain 3-coloring Next we reduce (G1, L1) to an equivalent 3-Coloring633

instance G2 while controlling the cutwidth. In most scenarios, reducing from List q-634

Coloring to plain q-Coloring is easy: insert a clique of vertices {p1, . . . , pq} into the635

graph, and for each color i that does not appear on the list of a vertex v, make v adjacent636

to pi. We cannot use this approach here, since it can cause some pi to have degree pro-637

portional to the size of the graph. As the size of the graph G1 is linear in the number of638

clauses m of the n-variable formula φ, and the cutwidth of a graph with a vertex of degree d639

is at least bd/2c, this would not result in a graph of cutwidth n+O(1). Hence we are forced640

to take a more involved approach. Rather than having a single vertex pi that is used to641

block color i from the lists of all vertices on which i may not be used, we create a chain of642

triangles in which the color i repeats. Then we connect each repetition to only constantly643

many vertices, to avoid creating high-degree vertices.644

For an integer t, by a chain of t triangles we mean the structure consisting of t vertex-645

disjoint triangles Z1, . . . , Zt, in which each triangle Zi contains a distinguished terminal646

vertex zi, such that for each i ∈ [t − 1] the terminal vertex zi+1 is adjacent to the two647

non-terminal vertices in Zi.648

I Observation 22. In a proper 3-coloring of a chain of triangles, all terminal vertices receive649

the same color.650

Using this notion we transform (G1, L1) into a plain 3-Coloring instance G2, as follows651

(see Figure 3).652

1. Initialize G2 as a copy of G1.653

2. For each color c ∈ [3], create a chain Zc of 2nm triangles. Refer to the triangles in654

chain Zc as Zc,1, . . . , Zc,2nm and to the terminal vertices as zc,1, . . . , zc,2nm.655

3. Insert edges to turn {z1,1, z2,1, z3,1} into a triangle. This ensures that among these three656

vertices, each of the three colors appears exactly once in a proper 3-coloring. Next, we657
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Figure 3 Part of the 3-Coloring instance G2 that is constructed from the List-3-Coloring
instance (G1, L1) from Figure 2. The terminals in the chains Z1,Z2,Z3 have been colored red, blue,
and green, respectively. The triangles in the chains are numbered from 1 to 2nm, with the first
triangle of each chain shown in the top left. Note that the terminals z1,1, z2,1, z3,1 form a triangle.

connect vertices of V (G1) to terminal vertices of the chains Z1,Z2,Z3 to enforce the658

lists.659

4. For each i ∈ [n], for each j ∈ [m], and for each color c ∈ [3], do the following.660

If c /∈ L1(Ti,j), then make Ti,j adjacent to zc,i+(j−1)2n.661

If c /∈ L1(Fi,j), then make Fi,j adjacent to zc,(2n+1−i)+(j−1)2n.662

5. For each j ∈ [m], for each k ∈ [|Cj |], and for each color c ∈ [3], do the following.663

If c /∈ L1(aj,k), then make aj,k adjacent to zc,i+(j−1)2n.664

If c /∈ L1(bj,k), then make bj,k adjacent to zc,i+(j−1)2n.665

This concludes the description of the graph G2. The way in which vertices of V (G1) are666

connected to vertices on the chains will be exploited later, when planarizing the graph.667

I Claim 23. Graph G2 has a proper 3-coloring⇔ graph G1 has a proper 3-coloring respecting668

the lists L1.669

Proof. (⇒) Suppose G2 has a proper 3-coloring f2. Since {z1,1, z2,1, z3,1} forms a triangle670

by Step 2, each of these vertices has a unique color. Permute the color set of f2 so that zc,1671

receives color c, for all c ∈ [3]. By Observation 22 this implies that all terminals on chain Zc672

receive color c. For each vertex v ∈ V (G1)∩V (G2), for each color c ∈ [3]\L1(v), we made v673

adjacent to a terminal vertex of chain Zc, implying that v does not receive color c under f2.674

Hence each vertex of V (G1) receives a color from its list. Since G1 is a subgraph of G2, it675

follows that f2 restricted to the vertices in G1 forms a proper list coloring of G1.676

(⇐) Suppose G1 has a proper 3-coloring f1 that respects the lists L1. Create a coloring f2677

of G2 as follows. For each vertex v ∈ V (G1)∩V (G2), set f2(v) := f1(v). For c ∈ [3], give all678

terminals of chain Zc the color c, and give the non-terminal vertices in each triangle distinct679

colors unequal to c. It is easy to verify that this results in a proper 3-coloring of G2. y680

We construct a drawing ψ of G2 as follows; see Figure 3.681

1. Draw the variable paths horizontally stacked above one another, such that the indices682

of the vertices along one variable path Xi increase from left to right, and such that683

variable path Xi+1 is drawn below Xi for all i ∈ [n − 1]. Ensure that for all j ∈ [m],684
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the vertices {Ti,j | i ∈ [n]} are on a vertical line, and the vertices {Fi,j | i ∈ [n]} are on685

a vertical line. For a given j ∈ [m], we will refer to the area of the plane enclosed by686

these two vertical lines as the j’th column. The horizontal lines for the variable paths687

divide each column into n+ 1 cells: one cell above each variable path Xi in the column,688

and one more cell at the bottom of the column. We refer to the cell just above variable689

path Xi in the j’th column as Ai,j ; the bottom cell of the column is An+1,j .690

2. For each j ∈ [m], draw clause path Dj vertically in the j’th column such that the indices691

of its vertices increase from top to bottom. For k ∈ [|Cj |], draw the two vertices aj,k, bj,k692

just above the horizontal line for the variable path representing the k’th literal of Cj .693

3. For each color c ∈ [3], the chain of triangles Zc winds up and down in the m columns694

of the drawing. Exactly 2n triangles of the chain are drawn in each column. The first695

triangle of the chain is drawn in the top-left corner of the first column. Each of the 2n696

triangles in the j’th column crosses a variable path, as visualized in Figure 3. Note that697

no two triangle-edges cross in the drawing; the drawing of G2[Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3] is planar,698

including the triangle constructed in Step 2. The chain Z1 is on the left when going699

down in the column and on the right when going up on the other side. The chain Z3 is700

on the right when going down and on the left when going up, and Z2 is in between them.701

4. We draw the edges connecting variable paths to triangle chains. Each vertex on a variable702

path Xi is adjacent to a terminal vertex of Z1, since 1 /∈ L1(Ti,j) and 1 6∈ L1(Fi,j) for703

any i and j. Due to the layout of the chains, the edge from a T -vertex or F -vertex to704

the terminal on the Z1 chain to which it is adjacent, can be drawn without crossings,705

in the same cell as the corresponding terminal vertex on Z1. There are no other edges706

between variable paths and triangle chains.707

5. Finally, we draw the edges that connect a clause path to a triangle chain or variable708

path. The connections from vertices on the clause paths Dj to their special neighbor709

on the variable paths, and to terminal vertices on the triangle chains, may cross other710

edges. We draw them such that they stay within the cell of the drawing in which the711

vertex from the clause path is drawn, and only cross the connections between successive712

triangles in that cell of the drawing.713

This concludes the description of the drawing ψ. It is straight-forward (but tedious) to714

automate this process; there is a polynomial-time algorithm constructing a drawing with715

the described properties.716

I Observation 24. For any j ∈ [m− 1] the edges {{Fi,j , Ti,j+1} | i ∈ [n]} are not crossed in717

drawing ψ, and the edges that connect triangles in the j’th column to triangles in the j+1’th718

column are not crossed either.719

I Claim 25. A linear layout π2 of G2 with ctwπ2(G2) ≤ n + O(1) can be constructed in720

polynomial time.721

Proof. We describe the linear layout based on the subdivision of the drawing ψ of G2 into722

cells. Consider a cell Ai,j (i ∈ [n + 1], j ∈ [m]) of the drawing of G2, as illustrated in723

Figure 3. Associate to this cell the vertices lying inside the cell, together with the two724

vertices Ti,j , Fi,j on the boundary if i ≤ n. Then every vertex of G2 belongs to exactly one725

cell, each cell contains constantly many vertices, and the neighbors of a vertex in cell Ai,j726

lie in the same cell, or one of the four adjacent cells. There is a constant number of edges727

connecting cell Ai,j to Ai+1,j for any choice of i and j. Crucially, for 1 < i ≤ n there is only728

a single edge connecting cell Ai,j to Ai,j+1: this is the edge {Fi,j , Ti,j+1}. (For i = 1 there729
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are six edges on triangle chains connecting A1,j to A1,j+1, and for i = n + 1 there are no730

edges to An+1,j+1.)731

Consider a linear layout π2 of G2 which enumerates the cells in column-major order: it732

enumerates all cells of column j before moving on to column j + 1, and within one column733

it enumerates all vertices of a cell Ai,j before moving on to cell Ai+1,j . The relative order734

of vertices from the same cell is not important.735

We claim that ctwπ2(G2) ≤ n + O(1). To see this, consider an arbitrary position p in736

the ordering and consider the cut C of edges that connect a vertex with index at most p,737

to a vertex with index greater than p. Let i ∈ [n + 1] and j ∈ [m] such that vertex π2(p)738

belongs to cell Ai,j . We now bound the number of edges in C based on the cells that contain739

their endpoints. Since π2 enumerated cells in column-major order, and vertices in a cell are740

only adjacent to vertices in adjacent cells, the edges in cut C must be of one of the following741

types:742

Edges that connect two vertices from Ai,j to each other, or that connect Ai,j to Ai,j−1 ∪743

Ai,j+1. There are O(1) such edges because a cell contains O(1) vertices.744

Edges that connect a vertex from Ai,j to a vertex in Ai−1,j∪Ai+1,j . Again there are O(1)745

such edges.746

Edges that connect a cell Ai′,j for i′ < i to the cell on its right. Since horizontally-747

neighboring cells are connected by exactly one edge for 1 < i′ ≤ n, and by O(1) edges748

otherwise, there are i+O(1) such edges.749

Edges that connect a cell Ai′,j−1 for i′ > i to the cell on their right. There are at750

most n− i such edges.751

This accounts for all possible edges in C. In particular, that there are no edges in C whose752

endpoints both lie in cells that come before Ai,j in the column-major order, or both lie in753

cells coming after Ai,j . It follows that cut C contains at most n+O(1) edges, which proves754

that ctwπ2(G2) ≤ n+O(1). It is trivial to construct π2 in polynomial time. y755

(III) Reducing to a planar graph The final step of the construction turns G2 into a planar756

graph of cutwidth n+O(1). Let G3 be obtained by applying Theorem 19 on the drawing ψ757

of G2 constructed above. The choice of which endpoint to distinguish in Step 3 of the758

transformation can be made arbitrarily. See Figure 4 for an illustration. By Theorem 19,759

we know that G3 is 3-colorable if and only if G2 is; by Claims 21 and 23, this happens if and760

only if φ is satisfiable. It is straightforward to implement the transformation in polynomial761

time. The following claim bounds the cutwidth of G3.762

I Claim 26. A linear layout π3 of G3 with ctwπ3(G3) ≤ n + O(1) can be constructed in763

polynomial time.764

Proof. The strategy used in the proof of Claim 25 can be easily adapted for G3. The drawing765

of G3 that is obtained from Theorem 19 can be used to partition V (G3) into columns and766

cells, such that ordering the vertices in column-major order achieves the desired cutwidth.767

Concretely, the planarization procedure inserts copies of Hcol into cells of the drawing of G2.768

Each such inserted vertex is associated to the cell in which the inserted vertex lies, with ties769

broken arbitrarily. By Observation 24, the single edge connecting a cell Ai,j for 1 < i ≤ n770

to the cell Ai,j+1 in G2 is not crossed, and therefore remains a single connecting edge771

in G3. As the number of vertices in each cell increases by a constant, the argumentation of772

Claim 25 goes through unchanged to argue that a column-major ordering π3 of V (G3) has773

cutwidth n+O(1). It can easily be constructed in polynomial time. y774

This completes the proof of Lemma 20. J775
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Figure 4 Illustration of the planar 3-Coloring instance G3 that is constructed from the 3-
Coloring instance G2 from Figure 3. Only the top-left part of the instance is drawn.

Using Lemma 20, it is easy to prove the claimed runtime lower bound for 3-Coloring.776

Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose 3-Coloring on a planar graph with a given linear layout of777

cutwidth k can be solved in O∗((2−ε)k) time for some ε > 0, by an algorithm called A. Then778

n-variable CNF-SAT with clauses of arbitrary size can be solved in O∗((2 − ε)n) time by779

turning an input formula φ into a planar graph G with linear layout π of cutwidth n+O(1)780

using Lemma 20, and then running A on (G, π). This contradicts SETH. J781

4.2 Lower bounds for coloring on graphs of bounded pathwidth and782

degree783

In this section we prove that the base of the exponent in the running time of Theorem 3784

is optimal for every odd d ≥ 5. Our proof is inspired by a construction due to Jaffke and785

Jansen [27, Theorem 15] which gives a lower bound for solving q-Coloring parameterized786

by the vertex-deletion distance to a linear forest. Their result, in turn, extends the original787

lower bound of Lokshtanov et al. [35] for q-Coloring on graphs of bounded pathwidth or788

feedback vertex number. We shall use the following lemma to construct List Coloring789

gadgets. (We will eliminate the need for having lists later in the construction.)790

I Lemma 27 ([27, Lemma 14]). For each q ≥ 3 there is a polynomial-time algorithm791

that, given (c1, . . . , cm) ∈ [q]m, outputs a q-list-coloring instance (P,Λ) where P is a path792

of size O(m) with distinguished vertices (π1, . . . , πm), such that the following holds. For793

each (d1, . . . , dm) ∈ [q]m there is a proper list-coloring γ of P in which γ(πi) 6= di for all i,794

if and only if (c1, . . . , cm) 6= (d1, . . . , dm).795

The lemma gives a way to construct a small path that forbids a specific coloring to be796

used on a given set of vertices, in a list-coloring instance. If (v1, . . . , vm) are vertices in a797

graph under construction for which we want to forbid a certain coloring (c1, . . . , cm) ∈ [q]m798

(i.e. we want to ensure that it is not the case that vi will be colored ci for all i ∈ [m]),799
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then this can be achieved as follows. We create a gadget (P,Λ), add it to the graph, and800

connect each vertex vi to the corresponding distinguished vertex πi on the path. Given a801

coloring on the vertices v1, . . . , vm, if we want to find a proper coloring of the path P , we802

have to assign each πi a color different from its partner vi; hence πi has to avoid the color di803

given to vi. The lemma guarantees that each πi can avoid its forbidden color di, if and only804

if (d1, . . . , dm) 6= (c1, . . . , cm); hence a coloring of (v1, . . . , vm) can be extended to P if and805

only if it is not the coloring (c1, . . . , cm) the gadget is meant to forbid.806

The second gadget we need in the construction is a chain of cliques, to propagate a807

coloring choice throughout a small-pathwidth graph. For integers t ∈ N and q ∈ N, define808

a t-chain of q-cliques as the graph constructed as follows. Start from a disjoint union of t809

cliques Z1, . . . , Zt of size q each, in which each clique Zi contains a distinguished terminal810

vertex zi ∈ Zi. For each i ∈ [t − 1], connect the terminal vertex zi+1 ∈ Zi+1 to the q − 1811

non-terminal vertices in Zi.812

I Proposition 28. In any proper q-coloring of a t-chain of q-cliques, all distinguished vertices813

have the same color.814

Proof. In the first q-clique Z1, all q colors occur exactly once. Since z2 is adjacent to all815

vertices in Z1 except the terminal, the (q − 1)-colors of the non-terminals in Z1 cannot be816

used on terminal z2, hence z2 must receive the same color as z1. Repeating this argument817

shows that all terminals have the same color. J818

Observe that the maximum degree in a t-chain of q-cliques is 2(q− 1), which is achieved819

by any terminal vertex zi in the interior of the chain. It is adjacent to q − 1 vertices in its820

own clique Zi, and to q − 1 non-terminal vertices in Zi−1.821

The main idea of the reduction is that by creating a chain of cliques, we can propagate822

a choice with q possibilities (the color of the terminals) throughout a path decomposition,823

using vertices of degree at most 2(q− 1). We will encode truth assignments to variables of a824

CNF-SAT instance through colors given to such chains. We will enforce that the encoded825

truth assignment satisfies a clause, by enforcing that an assignment that does not satisfy826

the clause, is not the one encoded by the coloring. To check this, we take one terminal827

from each chain and connect it to a partner on a path gadget (P,Λ) that forbids a specific828

coloring. Hence each vertex on a chain will receive at most one more neighbor, giving a829

maximum degree of d := 2(q − 1) + 1 = 2q − 1 to represent a q-Coloring instance. Then830

solving this q-Coloring instance in O∗((bd/2c+1−ε)pw) = O∗(((q−1)+1−ε)pw) time will831

contradict SETH for the same reason as in the earlier construction showing the impossibility832

of O∗((q − ε)pw)-time algorithms.833

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. Note that Theorem 5 is a834

direct consequence of this result.835

I Theorem 29. Let d ≥ 5 be an odd integer and let qd := bd/2c+ 1. Assuming SETH, there836

is no ε > 0 such that qd-Coloring on a graph of maximum degree d given along with a837

path decomposition of pathwidth k can be solved in time O∗((bd/2c+ 1− ε)k).838

Proof. Suppose there is some ε > 0 such that qd-Coloring can be solved in timeO∗((bd/2c+839

1 − ε)k) = O∗((qd − ε)k) time. We will show that this implies the existence of δ > 0 such840

that for each constant s ∈ N, the CNF-SAT problem with clauses of size at most s (s-SAT)841

can be solved in O∗((2− δ)n) time for formulas with n variables. (We refer to this problem842

as s-SAT instead of q-SAT in this proof, to avoid confusion with the number of colors.)843

We choose an integer p depending on ε, in a way explained later. Take an n-variable input844

formula φ of s-SAT for some constant s. Let C1, . . . , Cm be the clauses of φ, and assume845
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without loss of generality that no clause contains contradicting literals and that each variable846

occurs in at least one clause. Split the variables x1, . . . , xn of φ into groups F1, . . . , Ft, each847

of size at most β := blog((qd)p)c = bp log qdc so that t = dn/βe. A truth assignment to848

the variables in one group Fi is a group assignment. A group assignment for Fi satisfies a849

clause Cj if Fi contains a variable x` such that (i) x` is set to true by the group assignment850

and x` is a literal in Cj , or (ii) x` is set to false by the group assignment and ¬x` is a851

literal in Cj .852

Let M := m · (qd)p·s. For each group index i ∈ [t], we construct p distinct M -chains853

of qd-cliques called Z1
i , . . . , Z

p
i . For each chain Zji , let z

j,1
i , . . . , zj,Mi be its terminal ver-854

tices. For each group index i ∈ [t], let Vi := {z1,1
i , . . . , zp,1i } denote the p first vertices on855

each chain Z1
i , . . . ,Z

p
i . Since there are (qd)p distinct qd-colorings of Vi, and Fi contains at856

most β = blog((qd)p)c variables, it follows that the number of qd-colorings of Vi is at least857

as large as the number of group assignments for Fi which is 2|Fi| ≤ 2β ≤ (qd)p. For each858

group i ∈ [t], we can therefore find an efficiently computable injection gi : 2|Fi| → [qd]p that859

assigns to each group assignment for Fi a unique (qd)-coloring of Vi.860

The colorings of the chains constructed for the groups Fi will represent a truth assignment861

for the variables of φ. In addition, we create qd more chains that will be used to simulate862

list-coloring behavior of the path gadgets constructed by Lemma 27. Let N ∈ O((qd)s)863

such that when applying Lemma 27 to obtain a path gadget to block a coloring of at864

most (qd)s vertices, the resulting path gadget has at most N vertices. We create a color865

chain Yi for each i ∈ [qd], which is an NM -chain of qd-cliques Y 1
i , . . . , Y

NM
i with terminal866

vertices y1
i , . . . , y

NM
i . We connect the first terminal vertex on each color chain to the first867

terminal vertex of the other color chains, so that they form a clique of size qd called the868

palette. In a proper qd-coloring, each vertex of the palette receives a unique color, and this869

color repeats on all later terminal vertices on the same chain. To simulate a vertex v in a870

list-coloring gadget whose list forbids the use of color i, we will connect v to a terminal on871

color chain Yi.872

The chains constructed so far form the heart of the instance. The remainder of the873

instance will be formed by path gadgets constructed using Lemma 27, which will enforce874

that a proper qd-coloring of the graph encodes a truth assignment that satisfies all clauses.875

For each clause index j ∈ [m], we augment the graph to enforce that Cj is satisfied.876

The clause Cj contains s′ ≤ s variables xj′1 , . . . , xj′s′ , which are spread over s′′ ≤ s′ different877

groups Fj1 , . . . , Fjs′′ whose group assignments are encoded by colorings of Vj1 , . . . ,Vjs′′ .878

There is exactly one assignment to the variables in Cj that does not satisfy clause Cj . Now do879

the following. Consider the tuples of colorings (f1 : Vj1 → [qd]p, . . . , fs′′ : Vjs′′ → [qd]p) with880

the property that (i) some coloring in this tuple does not correspond to a group assignment,881

or (ii) all colorings correspond to group assignments, but none of these group assignments882

satisfy clause Cj . For each such tuple, construct a qd-list-coloring instance (P,Λ) using883

Lemma 27 for the forbidden coloring given by (the concatenation of) f1, . . . , fs′′ . To forbid884

this coloring from appearing in a solution, we could connect the distinguished vertices on P to885

the corresponding vertices in the sets Vj1 , . . . ,Vjs′′ . However, that would blow up the degree886

of those vertices. Instead, we will use the fact that the chains of cliques force the coloring to887

repeat, so that instead of connecting the distinguished vertices on P to Vj1 , . . . ,Vjs′′ , we may888

equivalently connect them to later terminal vertices on the same chains. When considering889

the r’th tuple of colorings that fail to satisfy clause Cj , we insert the path P into the graph890

and connect its distinguished vertices to the terminals with index (j − 1) · (qd)p·s + r of891

the relevant chains. Observe that M is chosen such that for each clause index, we have892

fresh terminals to accommodate all of the at most (qd)p·s ways in which it can fail to be893
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satisfied. Now we will deal with the fact that (P,Λ) is a list-coloring instance whereas we894

are embedding it in a normal coloring instance. Let p1, . . . , p|P | be (all) the vertices of the895

path gadget P in their natural order along the path, and observe that our choice of N896

guarantees that |P | ≤ N . For the path gadget P created for the r’th tuple of bad colorings897

for clause Cj , for each vertex p` on P , do the following. For each color c ∈ [qd] \ Λ(p`),898

i.e. for each color c that is not allowed to be used on p` in the list-coloring instance (P,Λ),899

connect vertex p` to the terminal vertex with index (j − 1) · (qd)p·s ·N +N · (r − 1) + ` on900

color chain Yc.901

This concludes the construction of the graph G.902

I Claim 30. The maximum degree of G is d.903

Proof. We first consider vertices on chains of qd-cliques. Each such vertex has at most 2(qd−904

1) neighbors on the chain. In addition, each vertex on a chain is connected to at most one905

vertex of a gadget path P over the course of the entire construction, so its degree is at906

most 2(qd − 1) + 1 = d.907

It remains to bound the degree of vertices on a gadget path P . Such a vertex has at908

most two neighbors on the path, at most qd − 1 neighbors on color chains corresponding to909

at most qd − 1 colors that are not on its list of allowed colors (no color list is empty), and910

at most one neighbor on a variable-encoding chain. Hence vertices on gadget paths have911

degree at most qd + 2 ≤ d. y912

I Claim 31. G has a proper qd-coloring if and only if φ is satisfiable.913

Proof. (⇒) Suppose φ is satisfied by some truth assignment v : [n] → {true, false}. We914

construct a proper coloring of G with qd colors. For each color chain Yi for i ∈ [qd], give915

all terminals color c, and for each clique on the chain give the non-terminals in the clique916

distinct colors in [qd] \ {i}. For each group Fi of variables for i ∈ [t], consider the group917

assignment to Fi induced by v. The group assignment corresponds to a unique coloring of Vi918

according to the mapping gi; color the vertices Vi accordingly, and repeat this coloring on the919

remaining terminal vertices. Color the non-terminals of each clique on a variable-encoding920

chain by distinct colors different from the terminal. It remains to show that for each inserted921

path gadget (P,Λ), the coloring can be extended to the vertices of P . Since the connections922

from P to the color chains match the list requirements of Λ, it suffices to obtain a list coloring923

of P in which no vertex of P is assigned the same color as a neighbor on a variable-encoding924

chain. But since the path gadgets were only inserted to block colorings representing group925

assignments that do not satisfy a clause Cj , whereas the group assignments induced by f do926

satisfy all clauses, it follows that each such gadget (P,Λ) can be list colored while avoiding927

the colors of its neighbors on variable paths. Performing this extension separately for all928

inserted path gadgets yields a proper qd-coloring of G.929

(⇐) Suppose G has a proper qd-coloring. Since the palette is a clique of size qd, it930

contains each color exactly once. By permuting the color set if needed, we obtain a proper931

qd-coloring f : V (G)→ [qd] such that yi has color i for all i ∈ [qd]. Now consider the coloring932

of the sets Vi that represent the different variable groups Fi. We claim that the coloring933

of each Vi corresponds to a proper group assignment under gi. Suppose not; consider a934

variable x` ∈ Fi and a clause Cj involving x`. Then for all tuples of colorings we considered935

for the variable groups related to clause Cj in which the coloring of Fi matches that of f , we936

inserted a path gadget (P,Λ) to block the coloring. Since the colors of the palette propagate937

through the color chains, each path gadget is properly list colored. Since terminal vertices938

on a variable-encoding chain have the same color as the first vertices Vi of the chains, by939
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Lemma 27 it follows that the path gadget cannot be properly list colored while avoiding all940

colors of its neighbors on variable chains; hence the coloring f is improper.941

It follows that the coloring of each Vi corresponds to a proper group assignment. Com-942

bining these group assignments into a truth assignment v : [n]→ {true, false} of the entire943

formula, we obtain a satisfying assignment for φ. All clauses are satisfied because any tuple944

of colorings representing group assignments that fail to satisfy the clause, is blocked by a945

path gadget. y946

I Claim 32. A path decomposition of G of width pt + qd + O((qd)s) can be constructed in947

polynomial time.948

Proof. To bound the pathwidth we give a vertex search strategy [15, 31], which can be used949

to upper bound the pathwidth. This is a strategy for the following game. The edges of the950

graph are interpreted as a network of tunnels, which are initially filled with contagious gas.951

One by one, cleaners can be placed or removed from vertices. An edge is cleared when both952

endpoints are occupied by cleaners. An edge is recontaminated if there is ever a path in the953

graph from a contaminated to an uncontaminated edge, such that no vertex along this path954

is occupied by a cleaner. The vertex search number of the graph is the smallest number of955

cleaners needed to clear the entire graph; this number is known to equal the pathwidth of G956

plus one [31, Theorem 4.1]. Hence we provide an upper bound on the pathwidth by giving957

a cleaning strategy with pt+ qd +O(qd)s cleaners.958

The cleaning proceeds in rounds which are indexed by a tuple (j, r) ∈ [m] × [(qd)p].959

The rounds follow each other in increasing lexicographical order. A round (j, r) starts with960

cleaners on the terminal vertices with index (j − 1) · (qd)p·s + r on the pt variable-encoding961

chains Z, and cleaners on the terminal vertices with index (j−1) · (qd)p·s ·N +N · (r−1)+1962

on the qd color chains Y, and no other cleaners. The round proceeds by placing cleaners on963

all vertices of the path P that was inserted for the r’th bad tuple of colorings of clause Cj ,964

if any. One variable-encoding chain at a time, we then (i) place qd additional searchers on965

the qd− 1 non-terminal vertices of the current clique on the chain, and on the next terminal966

vertex v, and afterward (ii) remove all cleaners except v from that chain. Similarly, one967

color-encoding chain Yc at a time, we clean the next N cliques on Yc by occupying the non-968

terminals and next terminal, and then removing cleaners from the previous clique. After969

having effectively moved the cleaners on the color-chains forward by N positions, and on970

variable-encoding chains by one position, we remove the cleaners from P and are in position971

to start the next round. It is easy to verify that this constitutes a valid cleaning strategy972

for G. The bottleneck number of simultaneously active cleaners is formed by pt + qd (one973

cleaner per chain) plus qd additional cleaners to clean the next clique on a chain, plus N974

cleaners on a path gadget P . Since qd +N ∈ O((qd)s) the number of cleaners, and therefore975

the pathwidth of G, is indeed bounded as required. It is straight-forward to construct a976

path decomposition of the corresponding width in polynomial time. y977

Using these claims we finish the proof similarly as in Lemma 14 of the work by Lok-978

shtanov et al [36]. We started from the assumption that qd-Coloring can be solved979

in O∗((bd/2c+ 1− ε)k) = O∗((qd− ε)k) time on graphs of maximum degree d, when given a980

path decomposition of width k. Let λ := logqd(qd−ε) < 1, such that qd-Coloring on graphs981

of maximum degree d can be solved in time O∗((qd)λk) for graphs of pathwidth k. Choose a982

sufficiently large integer p such that δ′ = λ p
p−1 is strictly smaller than one. Claim 31 shows983

that an instance φ of s-SAT can be solved by constructing the corresponding graph G and a984

path decomposition of width pt+qd+c ·(qd)s for some constant c, and solving qd-Coloring985

on this structure. As we keep qd fixed, s is a constant, and p depends only on ε and qd, the986
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quantity qp·sd is a constant. The graph we construct has size polynomial in MN , which is987

polynomial in the size of the input formula φ since (qd)p·s is constant. Hence the construc-988

tion of G with its path decomposition, and any terms polynomial in |G|, are polynomial989

in |φ|. By our choice of p we have990

λpt = λp

⌈
n

bp log qdc

⌉
≤ λp n

bp log qdc
+ λp ≤ λp n

(p− 1) log qd
+ λp ≤ δ′n

log qd
+ λp,991

for some δ′ < 1. Hence, running the hypothetical algorithm for qd-Coloring on G takes992

time993

O∗((qd)λk) = O∗((qd)λpt+λ(qd+c(qd)s)) = O∗((qd)λpt) =994

O∗((qd)
δ′n

log qd
+λp) = O∗((qd)

δ′n
log qd ) = O∗(2δ

′n) = O∗((2− δ)n) = O((2− δ)n)995
996

for some δ > 0 that does not depend on s. (In these manipulations we exploit the fact997

that c, λ, qd, and s are all constants, and that p depends only on ε and qd, so that multi-998

plicative terms depending on them can be absorbed into the O-notation.) This shows that999

for each constant s, the s-SAT problem can be solved in time O∗((2 − δ)n), contradicting1000

SETH. J1001

5 Conclusion1002

We showed how graph decompositions using small edge separators can be used to solve q-1003

Coloring. The exponential parts of the running times of our algorithms are independent1004

of q, which is a significant difference compared to algorithms for parameterizations based on1005

vertex separators. The deterministic O∗(2ω·ctw) algorithm of Theorem 1 for the cutwidth1006

parameterization follows cleanly from the bound on the rank of the partial solutions matrix.1007

It may serve as an insightful new illustration of the rank-based approach for dynamic-1008

programming algorithms in the spirit of [8, 11, 12, 19].1009

One of the main take-away messages from this work from a practical viewpoint is the1010

following. Suppose H is a subgraph of G connected to the remainder of the graph by k edges.1011

Then any set of partial colorings S of H can be reduced to a subset S ′ of size 2k, with the1012

guarantee that if some coloring in S could be extended to a proper coloring of G, then this1013

still holds for S ′. The reduction can be achieved by an application of Gaussian elimination,1014

which has experimentally been shown to work well for speeding up dynamic programming1015

for other problems [16]. We therefore believe the table-reduction steps presented here may1016

also be useful when solving graph coloring over tree- or path decompositions, and can be1017

applied whenever processing a separator consisting of few edges.1018
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